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■■■ BREAKING: DNI Ratcliffe confirms foreign interference in elections; deep

state desperate to DELAY the report, Dec. 18th deadline will be missed

■■■■■■Critical developments

DNI John Ratcliffe has now publicly confirmed that the 2020 election experienced

significant

1. “foreign interference” from China and Iran, and possibly other nations, which fulfills the necessary conditions for Trump to

trigger his 2018 executive order on foreign interference.

This EO allows Trump’s Treasury Dept. to seize all assets of any corporation or person who

2. was engaged in supporting acts of foreign interference that targeted US elections infrastructure or election results. All the

Big Tech corporations as well as left-wing media organizations have been complicit in aiding and abetting foreign

interference in US elections.

3. John Ratcliffe knows China was involved in election theft, and he’s about to unleash this fact upon the world… with huge

ramifications for the ongoing allegations of widespread vote fraud and election rigging in the Nov. 3rd election.

Now, the deep state elements who report

4. to DNI John Ratcliffe are working overtime to delay this crucial report which is due Friday, Dec. 18th. They are trying to

bury the truth about foreign interference and delay Trump’s ability to act on this information.

■ Via the ODNI:

"This afternoon the DNI was notified by

5. career intelligence officials that the Intelligence Community will not meet the December 18 deadline, set by Executive

Order and Congress to submit the IC’s classified assessment on foreign threats to the 2020 U.S. elections.

The IC has received relevant reporting since the
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6.election and a number of agencies have not finished coordinating on the product. The DNI is committed to providing this

report to our customers expeditiously."

■ According to Jack Posobiec, Ratcliffe is determined to make sure the report names China’s interference efforts,

7.and Ratcliffe is refusing to sign the document unless it contains such details.

Posobiec explains what we’ve been explaining, which is that the DNI report could be used by Trump to invoke sanctions

against not just China, also against any person or corporation in the USA who

8.was complicit in the interference efforts:

Another source tells us tonight that President Trump has ordered most of his administrative staff to exit the D.C. area and

clear out. Something big is about to go down.

9. Today, @CodeMonkeyZ also tweeted about multiple sources telling him something huge was about to break big, in terms

of a “national emergency.”

https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ
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